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German contract is barred by the German statutes but is still maintain-
able according to English law.
The correct course in such a case is to ascertain whether the
foreign statute is classified by German law, which is the proper
law of the contract, as substantial or procedural. If in the eyes
of German law it affects substance, it should be regarded as
operative in England ; but if it affects procedure it must stand
excluded. To allow the action to proceed merely because it is
in time according to the statutes of the forum, which is what
the English courts do, is to allow a remedy which is no longer
available under the law that governs the substance of the trans-
action concerned. That law should govern the annihilation of
the right of action as well as its creation.
The rules of English private international law upon this
matter, however, pay little attention to the proper law of the
transaction that is in issue. Thus in a report of a judgment by
Roche J. it is said : 'Foreign courts might have decided that the
laws of limitation were part of the substantive law, but he was
/unable to apply them as such'.1 The result of this attitude is
twofold.
English ^^rstly5 an English statute of limitation is a good plea to an
statute actjon brought in England, notwithstanding that the action is
exclusively      »--	,       *zr     . -	'—'     . ,	.	i	/*    i
applicable still maintainable according to the proper law of the trans-
in England actJQn> 2
Thus in British Lmen Company v^Drummondf the English period of
six years was applied to an action^n a Scottish contract, although the
time within which the action might have been brought in Scotland was
forty years.
Foreign *x§£condly, the extinction of the right of action by the proper
of the transaction is not a bar to an action in Enland. In
in England other words, if the permissible period is longer in England
than in the foreign country the plaintiff is at liberty to sustain
his action here.4 Moreover, this is so, even though the foreign
court has already adjudged the action to be barred in its own
country. In Harris
The Plaintiffs> attorneys in the Isle of Man, were employed by
the defendant from 1858 to i October 1862, in conducting actions
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